les étapes
You’d like to be informed about the ordering steps with Ateliers la Maquina?

It is important to understand that, in this workshop, cases manufactured are unique and tailor-made and,
except in very exceptional cases, there are no stocks. If you order, I will make a case for your instrument according to your needs and desires and also according to what I propose

the options:
For each model (carrying bag, soft or semi-rigid case) is included a simple means of transport, handles,
straps and a pocket. Additional options are obviously possible and the creation of new prototypes is regular.
Before contacting me, make a list of what you would like to pack in addition to your instrument (s) and even
the most amazing ideas you have had. You can also visit the >>> Know-how and Prototypes page of my website
and draw ideas. Each new proposal is subject to a quote.

The rates:
By clicking on the link below, you will have an indication of the basic prices of the cases and transport bags
that I make. These rates are indicative because they are also a function of the options and requests, always differents, of my customers. >>> Prices

the measures :
In the course of exchanging emails with my clients, I regularly tell them how to take measurements of their
instrument (s). For some types, I had to create measurement tutorials. You will find them below.
>>> Measuring viola da gamba
>>> Measuring hurdy-gurdy
>>> Measuring fiddle
>>> Measuring harpsichord
>>> Measuring accordion
Warning! It is sometimes necessary to measure things we do not think about: mouthpieces, jars, bows, a
footrest, a spike, etc. Before you grasp your meter, gather all the essentials for your music practice to measure
them.

the colors :
You can choose the outer and inner colors of your case by consulting the following color chart: >>> Catalog
of colors

order taking :
When the project is fixed and the quote has been accepted. To finalize the order, I ask my clients to pay about
30% of the amount, mainly to buy the raw materials needed for manufacturing.
Depending on the order book and the complexity of the project, manufacturing times are very variable. Do
not hesitate to inform me of your delays and emergencies.

shipment
When the case is manufactured, I warn my customers who, then, send me the rest of the rules to which is
added the shipping costs.
Was this document helpful? Feel free to comment to improve!
To contact me you can:
send me a contact form via my website >>> Contact form
send me an email directly on >>> la.maquina@live.fr

